PREFACE

The world system analysis in political geography in the 1980s gives a new dimension to it and appears to have initiated a 'new' paradigm phases in it, as the study region analysis attempts to explain the convenient existence of three scale – imperialism, the total study region and local areas – and to understand their interrelation. As a matter of fact, Political geography in the present day world has acquired a new dimension and responsibility. Most part of this study is done during the period of May 2002 – July 2005. I have gone to several part of my study region several times to collects required information's. Which are done up to the finalization of the composition.

In most part of the India, tendency has developed, particularly in the cleavage – ridden plural society that the people seeks to perpetuate their ethnic distinctiveness and regional clams and demand that their territories be organized politically. This results in large scale emergence of national – states in the present India to World. Such tendency has seen in our study region.

Population is an important index of national strength but it is the composition of population that largely determines the power
potentials of the state. But the illegal population filling in my study region is playing a strategic role to develop the region.

The frontier and boundaries of the study region fits very nearly into the nation system framework. With the rising of the frontier emerged between this system was supplanting. Boundary are a necessary component of the sovereignty of the territories. But enclaves, illegal filling, geo-political movement and terrorism are also necessary element of critical geo-politics of our study areas.

In sketching of the boundary fencing between Indo-Bangladesh in our study region I have to face problem references to understand them prior of the beginning of the field work. Not only fencing related matter, also boundary dispute, undocumented illegal filling from other nation, geo-political movement and terrorism related information drive from author sample survey and literature are very scattered.

All the above discussed aspects have been dealt with in the thesis in a holistic manner. Attempts have been made to give most recent examples in each chapter of the book with a view to make useful to the future student and scholars. This thesis has fill the gape of future research and study's. This Thesis will be useful to the student
of Political Science, Military Science and also International Relations as well.

I hope that others observation regarding boundary dispute, open boundary problem, illegal filling of population, geo-political movement and also terrorism are completed under the frame of "Emerging Geo-Political Dimensions Of North West Bengal". The aim is also to provide insights into current about the future of political geography. The author welcomes critical comments and suggestions on the thesis.
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